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3Shape opens doors to France’s dental community
Copenhagen and Paris, May 25, 2018 – 3Shape, the leading 3D scanner and CAD/CAM global
software provider, opened the doors to its new office in Paris, France yesterday.
The opening day event was attended by leading French dental professionals as well as Denmark’s
Ambassador to France, Ms. Kirsten Malling Biering. 3Shape company headquarters are in Denmark.
The new France office will enable dental practices, labs, resellers and partners to take part in local
language 3Shape training and demoes at the facility.
Located in Paris West, the office is fully equipped with the company’s latest digital dentistry
solutions. The facility includes a simulated dental practice with 3D scanners and printers. Dental
professionals, 3Shape partners and resellers, can all demo and train restorative and orthodontic
workflows as well as attend classes given by the 3Shape French Academy, also located in the new
office.
In France, 3Shape is considered the most preferred CAD/CAM solution by dental labs. Its 3Shape
TRIOS intraoral scanner used by doctors, is the most recognized digital impression solution in the
world*.
“France’s dental professionals have been quick to adapt to digital technology. I believe that they
recognize the predictability and opportunity the digital workflow brings to their patient care,” says
3Shape France SAS General Manager, Morten Trouplin Nørholm. He adds, “Like our open dentistry
solutions, our Paris office is always open to French dental professionals. We are looking forward to it
becoming a valuable resource for the community to learn, grow, and together, change dentistry. “
3Shape France
254, rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré
75008 Paris
Contact: Aurore Villette - Marketing Manager France
info@3shape.com
*3Shape Market Survey 2017 – data on file.
About 3Shape
3Shape is changing dentistry together with dental professionals across the world by developing innovations that provide
superior dental care for patients. Our portfolio of 3D scanners and CAD/CAM software solutions for the dental industry
includes the multiple award-winning 3Shape TRIOS intraoral scanner, the upcoming 3Shape X1 CBCT scanner, and market
leading scanning and design software solutions for dental labs.
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Two graduate students founded 3Shape in Denmark’s capital in the year 2000. Today, 3Shape has over 1,400 employees
serving customers in over 100 countries from an ever-growing number of 3Shape offices around the world. 3Shape’s
products and innovations continue to challenge traditional methods, enabling dental professionals to treat more patients
more effectively. www.3shape.com
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